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Editorial
I am almost inclined to apologise for the lack of copy in this edition, but then again it is not my job
to fill it up it is yours the reader/boater/member who we rely on to submit copy.
Come on fellas help me out with some more copy, and a big thanks to those that did.
A reminder subscriptions are now due. Competitors in sanctioned events including club days are
required to be financial. Current memberships is required intending to run in the events in the
calendar so you should be getting your membership updated without delay.
An updated membership form is on the website and on the rear page of this issue.

President’s Report
Hi All
Well this is my last Presidents report. I have enjoyed the role over the past two years and will miss
being involved in the running of the association. However business and life demands more of my
time and I am not able to give the time needed to the association. I want to thank the committee
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and membership for their support during my time as President. There has been a fair bit achieved
in the last two years, mostly around tidying up the rulebook and classes, and with the introduction
of a formal rule set for the offshore series this year. Behind the scenes there are always the
regular bits and pieces that get done to keep things running smoothly.
A last minute change to this year's Nationals format was enough to encourage sufficient entries. A
total of 12 entries and 12 events made up two full days of racing. Two days of fine weather with
the exception of a sudden downpour at the start of one of the P1 Thunder boat heats, which saw
drivers and pitmen soaked and spectators ducking for whatever cover was available. Yours truly
managed to avoid getting wet due to being race director for those heats!
Amongst the highlights of the weekend was the sheer number of visitors/spectators that came and
watched. Most of us found any spare time was spent answering people’s questions about the
boats etc.
In the end there wasn't anyone who didn't take home at least a place card, with Bruce Clarke
taking home a lion’s share of trophies including the Presidents Cup. Matt McGovern also took
several titles with myself winning both electric classes as well as C1 mono with a boat of Murray
Smithson's. Lol. Thanks Murray! Although he did confess to the boat having not had any attention
for the last three years!
It was great to have Murray and Peter Collier there, they are a couple of guys that have been
model boating in the association for over four decades and by their own admission are not finished
with racing yet and will be back for more. That's quite an inspiration in itself!
For the future I would encourage the committee and those who will be on it to continue to lead
well, listen to the suggestions that come and make good decisions that benefit the association and
hold to the mandate of promoting and growing model power boating in New Zealand.
Regards to All,
Peter Anderson.

NZMPBA National Champs
26 / 27 March 2016
Hosted by Bay of Plenty Model Powerboat Club
At first it appeared there might not be enough entries to make this regatta viable, but then, as usual,
the entries came in just before the close date and suddenly there was an event worth getting geared
up for.
While there were only a dozen or so entrants, many entered many classes, so ended up with about
12 classes where there were 4 or more entries.
The regatta was preceded by editorial reports in 2 local news papers, one was even full front page
news, and the result of that was large crowds of spectators both Saturday and Sunday of the likes
that we had never witnessed before, there was a lot of enquiry and most of the give away
promotional material we printed up was distributed over the 2 days of racing.
The BOP Club suddenly had to think about crowd control and modifications were made to the safety
tape areas to cope.
The BOP club puts out a sign and collection tin at the entrance to the venue, for a gold coin donation
entry, while a final count is yet to be concluded, it appears that approx $500 was collected over the
2 days. Many of the spectators also took advantage of the hot food and drinks we had for sale,
while this was intended to be for the competitors, at the end of the day we sold about 3 times more
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than we had anticipated, with repeat trips to the supermarket to keep up with the spectator demand.
A very tidy $ outcome was realised from this effort also, so a massive thanks to Megan and Ash
Adlington for managing the catering.
Thanks must also go to all the other BOP lads who got stuck in with pre event preparations, and
especially those who showed up early morning, in the dark, each day to set up the venue. It was
well worth it, the feed back we got about how awesome the venue is to visit by many of the spectators
had many saying that they cant wait to come back and watch more racing in the future.
To the regatta itself… it was always going to be a challenge that when ever there was a 6 boat heat
that everyone had to be on deck in terms of helping with pit duties etc. Everyone gladly assisted
when and where required and there were no hold ups at all waiting for pit people to materialise. One
of the key factors in keeping the spectators engaged was finding a balance of keeping races starting
regularly, without disadvantaging the competitors in not having enough time to prepare for the next
heat. Starting a race either as soon as all were ready, or no longer than about 10 > 12 minutes apart
worked very well.
As mentioned there were not enough people available to cover off the normal course observer
duties, so we resorted to asking that the drivers and pit people front up with some honesty at the
conclusion of each heat if they had incurred any penalties, this self policing worked extremely well,
a couple of times drivers actually DQed themselves following 3 or more penalties in a single heat.
Once the first person reported a penalty, the precedent was set, and all others played fair too. This
outcome actually lead to some very funny and friendly banter on the drivers stand when someone
fessed up to a mistake, a negative became a true positive. The focus was on fun and good
sportsmanship first and results second.
All events ran as scheduled, at worst we were only about 10 minutes behind at one stage, and so
again for the spectators, especially the ones that checked the regatta schedule knew what was
coming up, and in a lot of cases arrived back on site the next day to catch an event they particularly
wanted to see. Seems as though we are now in the entertainment business !
The racing itself was excellent, many starts saw the entire field of boats stretched across the front
straight side by side, and holding lanes quite well into turn 1.
During the racing there were some very close calls as there always is with deck to deck racing,
having said that there was no damage to any boats bar one or two minor scratches, yours truly was
the only one to destroy a motor so all in all everyone went home with their gear intact and ready to
fight another day, just the usual maintenance required, no major rebuilds !
There are many photos already loaded to the Bay of Plenty Model Powerboat Club Facebook page,
and it is anticipated that in the near future there will be quite a bit of drone footage as well, offering
a very unique point of view, having a look at this will beat anything else I can say in this report !
Lastly, congratulations to Bruce Clarke for winning the 2015 / 2016 Presidents Cup, just reward for
a massive effort all season long…
The full results follow …
In the mean time, it is important that we all start to think about what sort of shape our National
Championships take in future, there has been bit of a dip in the last few years so it is time to make
some sort of changes to encourage more participation again…based on some discussion with those
at this regatta, then the following is a summary which we hope will get you thinking about things
too…most importantly, let the committee know those thoughts so all can be considered…
1. When ?
It seems that Easter as a time for the Nats has lost its appeal, many want to spend that time with
families at home, its also always a moving target with a date variation of upto a month year to
year. Based on the following, of a rationalised program of events to fit 2 days of racing could see
the Nats run, as an example, at Waitangi Weekend, many see this as a “spare” day off, its still
in the nice part of the year weather wise, the date remains the same year to year, so is easier
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for all to plan for and falls within daylite savings should the need arise to run a little later into the
afternoon due to larger entry numbers.
2. 4 days vs 2 days racing ?
With a simplified / rationalised event list, then there is no reason a very good regatta cant be run
over 2 days. Perhaps the preceding Friday afternoon could be set down as the open practice
time, there would be no 10 minute practice / tune before each event starts. With the types of
boats running these days, ie mainly gas and electric, then there is very little tuning to be done if
the pre regatta preparation has been carried out at your home venue before travelling.
At the conclusion of Saturdays racing, a 1 hour open practice could be made available for boats
that need to be tested for Sundays racing.
3. Event structure and classes.
While change does not sit well with some, it is inevitable, we have to change what we do now
and again to make sure we are adapting to the current trends, wants and needs of the
membership. In this regard my initial personal thoughts are as follows, and hope that this
provokes thoughts of your own that you let committee know about…
For a 2 day event…
Friday afternoon, open practice.
Classes / events to be run over 2 days, running stock classes first, so all making motor swaps
for other classes have time…apart from that in no particular order…
P1 Mono
P1 Tunnel
P1 Thunderboat
All recognised as “stock” classes. No boats in the same P1 configuration can enter “modified”
classes. Ie a motor modification or motor swap is required to create a change of configuration.
(Stock boats can still enter Petrol Open Oval as they are)
P2 Thunderboat
P2 / P3 Mono combined
P2 / P3 Tunnel combined
P2 / P3 Hydro combined ( No Thunderboats allowed )
All recognised as “modified” classes

Electric P Offshore
Electric Open Oval
Nitro Open Oval
Petrol Open Oval
So, 11 events in total to get through in 2 days…yes, Nitro Open Oval is the only nitro
event…that’s recognising some of the changes required.
The basis of viable events needs to remain at 4 entries minimum.
Anyways, that’s just some personal initial thoughts to get you thinking…

Regards, Steve T.

2016 NZMPBA National Championships Results.
Electric P Offshore
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1—P Anderson—1800
2—K Martin—1375
3—M McGovern—1000
4—M Cordeiro—dnf
C1 Mono
1—P Anderson—800
2—S Trott—725
3—M Smithson—569
4—M Lee—525
P1 Mono
1—B Clarke—1200
2—M Smithson—1175
3—A Adlington—1102
4—M McGovern—1000
5—P Botha—363
6—J Burke
P2 Mono
1—B Clarke—1450
2—M Cordeiro—1319
3—M Smithson—1075
4—J Burke—700
5—M McGovern—dnf
P3 Mono
1—M McGovern—1550
2—P Anderson—1350
3—P Collier—725
4—B Clarke—700
5—M Smithson—25

P1 Tunnel
1—M McGovern—2000
2—P Botha—1125
3—B Clarke—300
4—M Smithson—dnf
P3 Tunnel
1—B Clarke—1800
2—M Smithson—750
3—M McGovern—400
4—K Martin—dnf
P1 Thunderboat
1—M McGovern—1725
2—B Clarke—1627
3—M Smithson—1000
4—M Lee—821
5—P Collier—744
6—P Botha—617
7—S Trott—530
T2 Thunderboat
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1—B Clarke—1625
2—M Smithson—994
3—M Lee—950
4—P Collier—863
5—M McGovern—450
Electric Open Oval
1—P Anderson—2000
2—K Martin—1125
3—P Botha—300
4—M Cordeiro—dnf
5—M McGovern—dnf
Nitro Open Oval
1—S Trott—1200
2—M Smithson—350
3—M Lee—25
4—P Collier—dnf
Petrol Open Oval
1—M Lee—1627
2—M Smithson—1550
3—P Collier—1163
4—P Botha—844
5—B Clarke—375
6—P Anderson—300
7—M McGovern—25
Engine Breakers Trophy
S Trott
Hard luck Trophy
J Burke
Best presented Boat Trophy
M Smithson “Mother” Thunderboat
Most Improved Driver Trophy
M Cordeiro
Rookies Cup
K Martin

King of Nationals Trophy
1—B Clarke—270
2—M Smithson—220
3—P Anderson—200
Thunder Down Under Trophy
Bay of Plenty Model Powerboat Club
Presidents Cup
1—B Clarke—1175
2—P Anderson—740
3—S Trott—580
Full list on forum.
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Just one of the close starts……

….and the spoils went to BOP
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30th Running of the Wellington Offshore
Reported by Peter Collier
This year our event was run in perfect weather conditions, hot and sunny with moderate
winds it make it interesting. We also had another first time winner, in Bruce Clarke, always
good to spread it around. Bruce also won the Cat Scrap completing the double, but
missed out on the Bat award for running the whole day (with most laps but) without
needing to be rescued, that honour went to Malcolm Belworthy in second overall driving
brother John’s old boat that had won our November 2015 event. The top four places all to
P3 boats were rounded out by Brad Thompson who turned in a top drive to post 126 laps.
Name

NZMPBA#

Hull

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Total

Overall place

Class Place

Class

Bruce Clarke

12

DV

40

39

72

151

1

1

P3

Malcolm Belworthy

77

DV

29

34

77

140

2

2

P3

Peter Collier

23

DV

36

24

72

132

3

3

P3

Brad Thompson

36

DV

25

35

66

126

4

4

P3

Terry Riddiford

32

DV

39

14

68

121

5

1

P1

Tony Rutledge

43

Cat

27

36

49

112

6

5

P3

Nigel Wong

261

DV

14

26

71

111

7

6

P3

Pieter Lokum

83

DV

16

22

63

101

8

2

P1

Darrell Hansen

31

DV

16

29

55

100

9

1

P2

Birmy Korving

286

DV

29

37

31

97

10

2

P2

Leigh Marsden

131

DV

20

32

42

94

11

3

P1

Bob Gutsell

197

DV

28

24

31

83

12

3

P2

Keith Ewing

27

Cat

20

6

52

78

13

7

P3

Brian Hely

22

DV

4

28

28

60

14

1

PX

Trevor Emerson

78

DV

12

22

20

54

15

8

P3

Brian Anderson

122

Cat

22

-

-

22

16

4

P2

5

DV

-

19

-

19

17

9

P3

Mark Graham

102

DV

17

-

-

17

18

4

P1

John Belworthy

76

DV

17

-

-

17

19

10

P3

Wayne Thompson

29

DV

15

1

-

16

20

11

P3

Wayne McNaught

Cat Scrap

NZMPBA #

Heat 1

Pts

Heat 2

12

1

400

3

225

625

1

Keith Ewing

27

2

300

2

300

600

2

Leigh Marsden

131

4

169

1

400

569

3

Tony Rutledge

43

3

225

4

169

394

4

Terry Riddiford

32

5

127

5

127

254

5

Brian Hely

22

DNS

25

6

95

120

6

Trevor Emerson

78

DNS

25

7

71

96

7

Bruce Clarke

Next WMPBC event club offshore 1 May 2016 on the Hutt river.
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Pts

Total

Place

Classic boat regatta at Lake Rotoiti
By Peter Collier
Tony and I skipped our March club day and attended the Classic Boat Show at Lake
Rotoiti. Tony has amassed over the last few years a whole fleet of classic hydroplane
models and has been making an annual pilgrimage to Lake Rotoiti to display and run his
boats. The last couple of years I have been there too, but just with my Thunderboat and
club electric. Grahame Haines joined us on Saturday and Rex McCaa on Sunday, and our
model display created quite a bit of interest, as did our on the water action, most intriguing
was the reaction to our club electrics. The most frequent question asked was, it that an
electric? Most could not believe the performance and the duration, we just raced them up
and down the foreshore in sometimes rough water.
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A featured highlight of the show was Bel Air III built by Peter Knight and first seen by me
at Lake Rotoiti in 1967. This boat was the first NZ boat to break and hold a World Record.
Powered by a Ford V6 engine (150 cu in) this 13 ft 6 in boat did 114 mph and raced in the
World Champs in Canada in 1967. For years this boat was keep as a wreck in the Knight
racing stable until being beautifully and authentically restored by Peter (PG) Knight Jnr.
PG was on hand to take the boat on its first runs, it still ran and sounded like it did 49
years ago.
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Tony had a sit in Malcolm Russell’s hydro restoration project.

This is an example of a Konig racing outboard, generally seen on hydros so small the
driver kneeled rather than sat. For those of us around at the time to see these things race
the noise they made is still unforgettable, with megaphone exhausts rather than tune
pipes no surprises there.
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The classic boat regatta is mostly not about classic race boats, it covers the entire
spectrum and at the other end was the steam boat Flirt, always popular giving rides to the
public.

The star of the regatta was a replica of a 1924 classic powerboat originally named Baby
Bootlegger and named Baby Thunder for 2016. Beautifully constructed in wood to
perfection the stern was shaped like the bow and supported the propshaft and rudder.
Powered by a 455 Cu in Oldsmobile engine the engine note was a nice rumble. I imagine
the original boat may have had an aircraft origin V12 from the between the world wars era.
This type of boat undoubtedly contested Gold Cup events in the days of Gar Wood. This
boat was built in Wanganui for this boat regatta and is intended for sale in the USA, one
can only imagine the expected price tag.
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Nitro & Marie’s USA Trip
As you will have read in my Good bye West Australia story Marie and I took a well earned break to
the USA while our stuff was being shipped back to NZ from WA.
We had intended to do this trip July to October 2014 however an unfortunate incident with Marie at
the school she was teaching at resulted in a serious back injury that required major surgery to repair
the damage. Even tho the operation was performed in March that year her surgeon advised to cancel
all long distant travel for 12 months as it would take that long with intensive therapy to get her spine
back to full fitness to be able to withstand the long periods of sitting.
So it was July 14 2015 we flew out of Perth after packing our house contents and car into a 40 foot
container to come home whilst we travelled.
First stop Hong Kong and a night’s stop over to give Maries back a break after 8hrs sitting. A hot
steamy and very busy place.
Next day down to HK airport early to check in and the first big drama. The outfit that processed our
entry visas to the USA somehow got the 2 middle numbers of my passport back to front and as they
did not match I was denied entry to the USA. Cathay Pacific suggested I could re apply using their
free wifi but my lappy would not hook to it however Maries did. Then we were just about to hit the
go button when her computer decided to do some windows updates so lost everything so started
again paid the fees then went to check in. Still would not let me in. Time was running out then we
are told the flight has been delayed because of a typhoon delayed the landing of the incoming flight
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Phew. An assistant then suggested we go behind the counter and use her computer. She typed
while I recited details. ( I just wish I could type as fast as she could) got it done tried check in again
and bingo we’re in. Got to the plane with 5 minutes to spare.
Dave RPM Richardson met us at San Fran Airport and took us back to San Jose then down to San
Jose airport to pick up a rental car to get us up to the NAMBA Nationals the next day.
Next Morning headed for Lake Mindon some 240km away. Arrived just before lunch to watch an
afternoon of X hydro, C Mono, sport 60, GX1 Outrigger, G1 sport Hydro and Jersey skiff that were
all of Fridays events. The heats were all mixed so go to see and photograph all of the classes. The
Aussie boys had a good run with their boats 1st and second in X Hydro and was not hard to pick
them

Some were not so lucky

Seducers were the most popular C Mono however Lenny Blake managed to win with a carl craft
hull Nancy Moll Second and Chris Wittring 3rd

C Mono winners

Blazer hulls dominated in G1 sport Hydro

Lenny owns Rum Racing Products.com and is a good friend of Al Waters the NAMBA secretary so
we got invited to sit in the shade at their site . Lenny threw us a beer and it was a Miller Lite. The
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beer that sponsored my Scale hydro back in 1984 so was good to finally taste some. Not a bad drop
either!!!
After that it was off to the motel and host venue for a BBQ dinner and kids Paddle boat racing. The
Kids creamed the adults!
Next day Saturday back up to the lake to find a strong breeze blowing and the water was better
suited to deep Vee racing than hydros. Today we have 1/8th scale, Classic Thunderboat,GX2
Riggers,GX1 Crackerbox and Gass Scale hydros. Heats were mixed again so everyone had to deal
with the water conditions that did start to improve toward lunch time . A good waterproof cowl paid
dividends
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Yep it was rough.

Nancy Moll won her first Scale hydro Championship and got the traditional dunking!

GX2 rigger Winners

Crackerbox winners
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Classic Thunderboat winners.
Note the age of all the winners! This was indicative of all the competitors, most 40+. NO younger
competitors especially on the last 2 days.
Racing was done and dusted by 2.30 so everone started packing up ready for the prize giving
banquet
Marie and I attended the prize giving and meal then hit the road as we had a 2 hour drive back to
San Jose.
Next day Dave and I took the rental back to SanJose airport to swap for the one we had booked for
our trip many months ahead. They were unable to advance the booking of the original for NAMBA
when we tried so had to have a separate rental just to do NAMBA.
We spent a day chewing the fat with Dave then it was time to start on our journey. Our aim was to
get to Kennewick for the Tri-Cities unlimited regatta that was also to be the APBA Gold cup regatta
as well. It was 1500 km from Dave’s so we made it a 3 day drive.
We headded off in our Chevy sonic mid morning to Redding 400 km away and couch surfed with
Ruby who showed us arround the area after dinner.
Next day our destination Eugene 500km away. The drive much nicer than yesterday as we headded
into the mountains and green grass and trees like back home. Our only concern was a large wild
fire close to our path and by the ammount of smoke arround it was close.
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We spotted this fire fignting chopper refueling adjacent to a rest area we stopped at for a break.

It was a big mother!!

We fueled up on the way.

That was the price per gallon which equates to 79c a litre!!! Diesel 68c!!!
Fuel is cheap over there.
We couch Surfed again with a young couple Tamara and Devlin who were keen gardeners so Marie
was in her element .
Next day we hit Kennewick which was 550km away because we had to make a slight detour to visit
a special place that was a little off the direct track there.
Whilst skyping with dave one night when we were back in WA I mentioned that part of our trip and
Dave said that the Spruce Goose was up that way somewhere. She got shifted from San francisco
some years before to a new site.I Googled the Goose and sure enough she is now at McMinville a
short detour from Eugene to Portland, which we had to pass thru to get to Kennewick. We punched
the address into the GPS and off we went. As you approach the place the first thing you see is a
747 out in the front paddock with Evergreen Aviation on it. Then you see the “Gooses Nest”. See
below.
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The building on the left is the waterplane museum and yes that is a 747 on the roof and of course
the 747 in the paddock out front. That is the spruce Goose hanger in the center. To give some
indication of the size of her. The Space and helecopter museum is to the right just out of shot.
Inside you get to experience the sheer size of the plane.
In front of her a replica of the Wright Bros plane. All I will say here those boys had balls to sit on that
thing.
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The people give you some perspective of the size of her plus the planes displayed under her wings.
We then shot across to the space and helicopter museum and got to oggle an SR71 blackbird (the
fastest plane on the planet.) It was a lot larger than I imagined but had speed written all over it!

The plane

4 of these made it go!

After our visit it was off to Kennewick via Portland. We did plan to have lunch in Portland but it took
the best part of an hour to pass thru there and that was on the interstate so we elected to lunch once
thru there.
It was a great drive once out of Portland following the Columbia River to Kennewick the noticable
thing was the number of hydro dams on the river and wind turbines up on the hills. Hundred and
hundreds of them!

We arrived at our hosts then I shot down to the race venue to get our tickets for the weekend.
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I will cover the racing in my next update

Offshore series update
Only one event run so far, two event coming up in April. Standings are as in the report for round
one above

Club News
Wellington Model Power Boat Club
So far this year we have run our 30th running of our premier Offshore event with the results and
report elsewhere in this issue and also the conclusion of our summer electrics.
Results from the WMPBC Summer Electrics 2015-16.
Pieter Lokum
Tony Rutledge
Wayne McNaught
Peter Collier
Mark Graham
John Belworthy
Nigel Wong
Ian Godfrey

196 laps
172
150
147
115
111
67
21

Bay of Plenty MPBC

Tauranga Model and Hobby Expo 2016
With thanks to Warren Belk, the BOPMPBC were able to take part in this bi-annual show of model
and hobby interests.
A team of BOP members showed up to get set up early the first morning and within 2 hours had
the display finished and ready for opening time just after midday.
The show ran for 4.5 days, and a roster of members kept the display attended by at least 2 people
at all times.
A great range of nicely presented boats saw plenty of interest, each boat had a printed basic
information sheet and more detailed info handouts were available which descibed the basic hull
and power types, along with some info about the local club and its activities.
IRMS was used to run an active display of dvds, that movement and sound seemed to draw
people in, we also ran slide shows with lots of photos.
We dont yet know what the stats are for the show, what we do know is that by and large there was
a steady stream of visitors to the show each day and there were only a few “quiet patches”.
We are hopeful that with the amount of interest shown, the number of discussions all the guys had
with people and the number of info sheets we gave out, then we have at least strengthened our
presence in the community, and may even pull a new member or two from it all.
It is part of the BOPMPBC growth plan to take part in many more of these exercises and anticipate
the appropriate rewards for the club.
Thanks again to all those that helped with setting up, displaying boats and attending the stand.
We also hope this might encourage other clubs around NZ into doing something similar...
Cheers,
Steve Trott
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Prez
BOPMPBC.

Wairarapa Model Power Boat Club.
Marlborough, Taranaki, Taupo, Central Club, Manukau, Manawatu, SUHA, Christchurch?

Bright Ideas –
Does anyone have any they want to share, this is your mag, share your secrets.
Thanks to Dave Richardson of RPM for the snippet below, just part of a much bigger article bits of
which will include in future issues.
OVER DISCHARGING - THE NUMBER ONE KILLER OF LIPO'S!!!
The other thing that will heat a pack up fast and irreversibly damage it is pushing it right down to or
lower than 3.0 volts per cell under load. Even if you have a 60C pack and can only draw one
quarter that amount of power, if you push it hard right down to 3 volts per cell - it will become very
warm/hot and will shorten its life substantially.
THE 80% RC LIPO BATTERY RULE TO THE RESCUE!
A very good rule to follow here is the "80% rule". This simply means that you should never
discharge a LiPo pack down past 80% of its CAPACITY to be safe. For example, if you have a
2000 mAh LiPo pack, you should never draw more than 1600 mAh out of the pack (80% x 2000).
This is assuming a healthy pack as well that has the full 2000 mAh capacity (as packs age, their
capacity drops).
This again is where computerized chargers pay for themselves many times over so you can see
how much capacity the battery takes allowing you to adjust your flight times accordingly to stay
within that 80% rule to get the most life out of your pack.
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If you don't have a computerized charger to confirm the amount of capacity, another good indicator
is to measure the open circuit voltage (no load voltage) of the pack or individual cells right after a
flight/drive with a digital volt meter or other similar digital voltage measuring device. An 80%
discharged LiPo cell, will give an approximate open circuit voltage of about 3.74 to 3.75 volts. A
3S LiPo pack therefore would show about 11.22 volts after a flight when it's about 80%
discharged, a 6S pack would be in the 22.44 volt region. The longer you wait after the flight/drive,
the less accurate this voltage method of determining an 80% percent discharge works because as
the pack rests after the flight, the resting open circuit voltage recovers slightly, perhaps up to 3.78 3.80 volts or so. Remember, states of charge in any battery are based on capacity, not voltage
for the simple reason voltage drop in a battery is non-linear.

I for instance use these little inexpensive LiPo battery monitors after most flights to gauge my flight
times to ensure I'm not over discharging my packs much past 80%. These ones I use work with 2S
to 6S LiPo packs.
They are also very useful to quickly identify fully charged and discharged packs when you get
them mixed up by mistake so you don't accidentally put a discharged pack in your machine
thinking it was fully charged. Not sure about you, but when I go out for a full day of flying, I can
easily have a couple dozen LiPo's on the go and it doesn't take much more than a simple
interruption or memory lapse to get packs mixed up.
You just plug the little rascal into your balance plug on your LiPo battery after the flight (or drive)
and it will show the voltage of each individual cell in sequence, followed by the full voltage of the
LiPo battery pack.

You can see in the photo above I have plugged the little monitor into this particular 5000 mAh 6S
pack's JST-XH balance plug in a Bell 206L scale heli that I just finished building to get an idea of
flight times to correctly set my flight timer. All cells in the pack were showing about 3.74V after this
8 minute flight which again is pretty close to an 80% discharged state. So I set the timer to 8:00
minutes and it's working great (confirmed by charging the pack on a computerized charger to see
how much capacity it takes). It should take about 4000 mAh of charge (80% x 5000 mAh).
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Advertisement

Welcome to Hobbysmart, New Zealand’s leading retailer of radio control boat parts and
accessories.
Our new shopping cart website is up and running, www.hobbysmart.co.nz we are
uploading products to our website daily. You will find all the classic brands as well as
some new exciting brands not seen in New Zealand before. Octura, Speedmaster, Prather,
Aerotrends, SAB, K&S, Futaba, Klotz, Propshop, Quickdraw, Fuyuan RC, HOR Racing,
Redevex Tehcnologies, Coolpower, Savox, and much, much more. We are clearing a heap
of stock so be sure to check out the clearance category.
Located in the sunny Bay of Plenty
hobbysmart@vodafone.co.nz
www.hobbysmart.co.nz
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Application for New and Continuing Membership
NZMPBA #
Name:
Address:
Postcode:
Phone numbers
Home:
Work:
Mobile:
E-mail:
DOB / Age:
Occupation:

Signed………………………………………..Date:………………………………….
Subscription Fee Structure
Senior Membership
Junior Membership
Full Time Student
Senior Citizen

(Financial year starts 1st January each year)
Full Rate $50.00
50% of full rate for upto 20 years of age.
50% of full rate.
50% of full rate for 65 + years of age.

Only one set of mail will be sent to a family group membership but each member will have an
individual registration / race number and have full voting rights.
First time / New memberships.
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st July each year will only pay 50% of the
applicable rate above.
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st October each year would be at the full
correct applicable rate. BUT will also be valid to include the next full financial year.
Amount enclosed $
(cheque, cash, direct credit) delete as required.
Please circle (or highlight) the membership type you are joining under.
Return form and subs to:
NZMPBA Treasurer,
Bruce Clarke
PO Box 4143
Mt Maunganui 3149
Mob; 0272588380
Email: bruce.clarke12@xtra.co.nz
Payment may be made by direct credit to:

BNZ 02 0600 0007986 00 instead of including with posted form or emailed form. Be sure to
include your name and note you are a new member or if an existing member include
NZMPBA race # to identify payee.
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